Unesco
Design: Robert Haussmann
Minimalist design and masterful attention to detail intersect in the UNESCO chair. Its tubular frame has a distinctive oval shape in the cross section. The two upholstery options – plain with piped trim or button-tufted – both look superb in leather or fabric. This chair is ideal in meeting rooms, lobbies, offices, and other public spaces.

**Frame:**
The tubular steel frame is available in brushed nickel or mirror-polished chrome.

**Seat and Back:**
The seat is hardwood frame construction with webbed suspension. The seat and back are cut soft polyurethane foam and soft fortrel. Upholstered in leather or fabric.

---

**15600 Side chair with button tufting**
\[ sh 17\frac{1}{2}" \quad w 20\frac{1}{2}" \quad d 21" \quad h 32" \]

**15601 Low back side chair**
\[ sh 17\frac{1}{2}" \quad w 20\frac{1}{2}" \quad d 22" \quad h 30" \]

**15611 Low back**
\[ sh 17\frac{1}{2}" \quad ah 25\frac{1}{2}" \quad w 25\frac{1}{2}" \quad d 22" \quad h 30" \]

**15612 High back**
\[ sh 17\frac{1}{2}" \quad ah 25\frac{1}{2}" \quad w 25\frac{1}{2}" \quad d 27" \quad h 40" \]

**15613 Bar stool**
\[ sh 30" \quad w 18" \quad d 20" \quad h 39\frac{1}{2}" \]